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Ouachita National Recreation Trail / Sect 8
Ouachita National Forest (AR)

Section 8 of the 223-mile Ouachita National Recreation Trail is 27 miles long, with about 850' of vertical variance. This is one of the most 
scenic sections of the Ouachita Trail.  The section runs from AR hwy 7 (mile 160.4) in the west to FR 152 (mile 187.4) near Lake Sylvia in 
the east. It includes ten miles traversing Flatside Wilderness and Flatside Pinnacle, a dramatic rock outcropping worth the climb.  This 
section crosses several very scenic creeks, including Sugar Creek (mi 163.9) near hwy 7; "Mocassin Springs" (mi 175), a creek / waterfall 
in Flatside Wilderness which was named by OMH; (see 12/1/2005 entry); and Crystal Prong (mi 177.2), also in the wilderness.  There are 
several steep climbs in either direction.  There are two shelters in this section:  Oak Mountain Shelter (m 167.4) and Brown Creek Shelter 
(mile 182.5).  Section 8 is within the Jessieville Ranger District.
In 2003, Ouachita Mountain Hikers "adopted" the ten miles of trail through Flatside Wilderness.  This commitment to Friends of the 
Ouachita Trail (FoOT) includes responsibility for maintenance of this section of trail.  Since that time, Flatside Wilderness has been the 
centerpiece of our trail maintenance activity.  In the spring of 2011, the area around Crystal Prong was badly damaged (destroyed) by 
tornados.  Although the trail had been restored (re-opened), evidence of this destruction will be visible for years.
Planning notes: 1. This section has several good hikes for Thursday or Saturday.

2. For Thursday, the hike through Flatside Wilderness from Pinnacle to FR 124 (or vice versa) is stunning in any season. 
 Ten miles; lunch at Moccasin Springs (m 175).
3. For Saturdays:  Hike from FR 153 down to hwy 7, past Sugar Creek.  This is a beautiful 5-mile  trip, but the rocks 
around Sugar Creek could be tricky for Saturday group in wet weather.  If you go both ways, make sure the west-to-east 
group knows is it an 800' gain.  Another Sat hike is from Flatside Pinnacle to Crystal Prong.  Start at FR 94, go up to 
Pinnacle, then down to Crystal Prong and back out.  (about 5 mi).
4. There is a nice waterfall a little over 100 yards downstream/southwest from Brown Greek shelter.  [410 feet; Azimuth 
240 deg from the picnic table at shelter.  GPS: 34.87368 N; 92.87012 W ]
5. Driving times from Jessieville Ranger station vary from 10 minutes (hwy 7 TH) to over 45 minutes for FR 94/ Flatside 
wilderness.

Access Notes: 1. All the access points are easy to find via FR 132, Winona Scenic Drive.  From west to east:
Hwy 7 TH (m 160.4): 6 miles north of Jessieville Ranger station.  Good parking lot.
FR 153 (m 165.4):  Off FR 132; about 5 miles east of hwy 7.  Limited parking.
FR 124 (m 168.8): About 1/4 mi off FR 132, about 8 miles east of hwy 7 (edge of Flatside Wilderness).  Limited parking.
FR 132 Grindstone Gap (m 173.5; access point only).  On FR 132 about five miles past 124.  NO PARKING.  Use for 
maintenance only.
FR 94/ Flatside Pinnacle TH (m 179.2).  Take FR 94 from FR 132, about 20 miles from hwy 7 (8 miles from hwy 9).  Three 
or four miles up FR 94 to top of hill, wide spot with terrific view.  Parking for several cars.  This TH is a long drive on forest 
roads.  It is 50 minutes from HSV East Gate; almost an hour from west gate.
FR 152 (m 187.4):  Continue through Lake Sylvia area on CR 324.  When pavement ends, it becomes FR 152;  crosses 
trail about a mile later.  FR 152 continues out to meet hwy 132, about 3 miles from hwy 9.  NO PARKING, but you can use 
the parking at Lake Sylvia TH (12 cars) and walk in 1/2 mile on spur trail.

For additional info: Tim Ernst:  Ouachita Trail Guide.
USFS detailed map of Ouachita Trail [map TR-1 (det); free download http://www.fs.fed.us/r8/ouachita/maps/
Ouachita National Forest / Jessieille Ranger District:   501-984-5313
OMH member Glenn Wortham kows this section as well as anyone.
Ouachita Maps web site has a free download of a series of topographical maps on the trail:   
www.ouachitamaps.com/
For current trail conditions, see:  Friends of the Ouachita Trail (www.friendsOT.org)

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Leader: Trail Description Record Hikers OMH Thursday

Recent Hikes: 

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Apr 2, 2015 Leader: Joy Linker 9 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR124 [Flatside Wilderness] across Hwy 7 to FR 122 [168.8 - 157.0]

11.8  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Sugar Creek 

Weather:Overcast, 60-70 degrees, breezy at times.  The trail was well maintained and after a storm passed through the area the 
night before there was water in the streams and waterfall area.  We hiked past two shelters:  Oak Mountain Shelter at 167.4 & 
Moonshine Shelter at 158.4
Lunch was held almost at the top of a hill about a mile past Sugar Creek.
Three shuttle drivers with one car left at HWY 7 Trailhead for early bailout.  Four hikers stopped at the HWY 7 Trailhead and 5 
hikers went on to finish the hike, ending at FS#122.
Ernie almost got a concussion smacking his head on a low hanging tree branch
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Feb 5, 2015 Leader: Joy Linker 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  Crossed Flatside Wilderness, east to west, from Fr 94 to FR 124 (179.2 - 168.8)

10.4  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal Prong; 

Waterfall Moccasin Falls

Cold start, beautiful views of Forked Mountain with leaf-off.  Hikers hit the trail at 9:00am.  Hikers moved along at a good pace and 
we finished at 2:15pm.  Lunch at Mocassin Falls.
Crossing at Crystal Prong was a bit challenging, but not too bad.  Anita Moore left her backpack on other side of creek.  Tom 
Calhoun came to the rescue.
Three hikers used the bail out at Grindstone Gap and the rest continued on to Flatside.  Ralph did trail maintenance the entire hike.  
The shuttlers did trail maintenance from Flatside Pinnacle down to Crystal Prong Springs.  Cliff wrenched his bad knee doing trail 
maintenance.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 27, 2015 Leader: Debbie VanVeghel 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR94 Flatside Pinnacle to Hyw 9 [179.2 - 191.8]

12.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Forked Mountain in the distance
Ridge Views 

This was a re-schedule of the Jan 8 hike (canceled due to weather).  Started the hike by taking side spur up to Flatside Pinnacle 
and had great views on this beautiful, sunny morning.  Perfect day for hiking with temps rising throughout the day into the 60’s.
Stopped for lunch at the large rock outcropping about 4+ miles in.
Marilyn, Jim D, Bobby & Jerry shuttled vehicles and also hiked in from Hwy 9 to Lake Sylvia with Tom Blumenberg.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 4, 2014 Leader: Cliff & Pamela Harrison 32 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 153 to Hwy 7 trailhead (165.4 - 160.4)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Sugar Creek rocks and small waterfalls;
views from ridge tops 

With this size crowd, a "key swap" hike would normally be preferred. However, two scheduled hikers offered to join the "Shuttle 
Driver" team, which allowed the single group, West - to -East  hike:  always more appealing to the participants.  Today was cold 
(mid-40's and windy), but enthusiasm was at a Spring-like high.  Trail conditions were better than expected, since real T. M. has not 
been performed since the early winter ice storm.  Lot's of small debris, a couple of down trees that need attention, but very hike-able. 
 The two areas where water crossings can be problematic were a non-factor- water levels so low that we didn't get to see the 
expected small cascades and waterfalls that can add a lot of pleasure to the Sugar Creek adventure.
Post-hike, A hungry crowd of hikers stopped for a late lunch at The Shake, favored stop when we hike or perform T.M. on this area 
of the O.M.T.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 15, 2012 Leader: Cliff Harrison 18 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 153 to Hwy 7 trailhead (165.4 - 160.4)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: creek above hwy 7; newly bare woods playing hide and seek 
with sun and fog 

Cool, overcast morning, turned into sunny day.
Jim and Becky started at FR 132 crossing, and only did two miles (Jim's first hike affter surgery).
Six of us went to Shack after the hike for lunch.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Mar 1, 2012 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 19 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR124 across Hwy 7 to FR 122 [168.8 - 157.0]

11.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Rock formations above Sugar Creek; Sugar creek.
views from top of ridge (miles 167 - 168). 

Beautiful day, but got warm late.
First 'key swap" hike in a long time.  Marv led half group from FR 122 up to FR 124; Jim was lead hiker for rest of group, starting at 
124 and going to 122.  Groups passed about mm 163, just west of Sugar Creek.
Jim's group ate lunch beside Sugar Creek, to the sound of gurgling water, set a blisteirng pace, and actually had to wait for Marv 
and his group for almost thirty minutes at end.  Did almost 12 miles in five hours.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Feb 2, 2012 Leader: Rick Ericson 29 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  Flatside Wilderness/ FR 124 to FR 94 Flatside Pinnacle [168.8 - 179.2]

10.4  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Views of Forked Mountain;
views from ridge;
creek at m. 175
Mocassin Falls area. 

Waterfall Moccasin Creek Falls

It is not likely that this section of the OT will ever again be hiked on such a beautiful day in February.  Slightly cloudy, temperatures 
in the high sixties, most hikers stripped to T-shirts well before mid-day.  The hike began promptly at 9:30, and reached a planned 
bail-out at the Grindstone Access within 2 hours.  No one left the group.  By noon, we reached mm 175, for a 25 minute lunch break 
in the waterfall-side rock outcropping known to OMH as Moccasin Spring.  We returned to the trail about 12:30, and at Crystal 
Prong Creek, we encountered our first adventure.
CPC had just enough flow to warrant either breaking out waders or negotiating a small fallen log and slippery rock embankment in 
order to cross.  With Billy McMillen offering a helping hand at the far end of the timber, almost all crossed without mishap, much to 
the dismay of those taking pictures.  The Hike Leader promised it was the last adventure, but true to hiker lore, he lied. The group 
soon encountered a slippery slope, requiring caution, skill, and some luck to reach the bottom.  It was their own bottom that some 
had to rely on. Some managed to defy gravity by swinging around a sapling…much to the appreciation of those below.
Shuttle crew included five drivers (Ben, Glenn, Marie; Kay; John B).  They all joined the hike at some point.  Joy was sweep.
It should be noted that the Crystal Prong area was devastated in the previous year’s tornados.  Sadly, much of the trail at this point 
is under fallen timber, requiring significant detour in order just to reach the Creek. A close up look at the storm devastation (from last 
April) makes one realize that it will  take more months to clean this mess up.  Reroute may be the easiest solution.
The group linked with shuttlers on the far side of CPC and pulled the final two miles up-grade to Flatside Pinnacle.  Several 
continued the optional .2 mile to Flatside’s summit to enjoy a balmy moment and an A+ vista as the sun began its descent to the 
west over the Ouachitas.  A glorious end to a glorious day.
Well, not quite.  There was champagne and cupcakes waiting down at the base. Hike Leader, Rick Ericson celebrated completion of 
the OT.  Following presentation of his "I hiked all 225 miles shirt" T-shirt by Jim Gifford, we popped the cork on the bubbly.  Kay Ford 
(bless her heart) provided cupcakes and triangular cookies on popsicle sticks resembling OT trail markers. Kay had fashioned 
frosting into hiker decorations for cupcakes, including one black faced hiker.  Ralph got a kick out of that.   Photos all around….and 
then home.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 17, 2011 Leader: Cliff Harrison 25 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 153 to Hwy 7 trailhead (165.4 - 160.4)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Sugar Creek waterfalls, rocks formations and waterfalls;
creek above hwy 7 

Waterfall Sugar Creek

Beautiful, clear, cold morning, following heavy rains last week. This was the prettiest we have ever seen the Sugar Creek crossing 
and waterfalls.  It was flowing strongly.
Crossing Sugar Creek was a small challenge, but only Janis fell in.  Several other small crossings were wet.
Cliff appointed Billy as "lead hiker".  Ben Glenn, Charline shuttled; and provided 'drop-out shuttle' at fr 132 crossing.
Jim was only hiker to go under hwy 7 bridge and cross the creek there; others avoided the crossing by going up hwy to trailhead 
parking.
Much of crowd went to Shack after the hike for lunch.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Oct 1, 2009 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 17 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR124 [Flatside Wilderness] across Hwy 7 to FR 122 [168.8 - 157.0]

11.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

Grey day kept heat down.  Got pretty humid toward end.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

May 21, 2009 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 11 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  Flatside Wilderness.  FR 94 to Flatside Pinnacle, then back to FR 124 [179.4 - 168.8]

11.0  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Mocassin Creek
views from ridge line
views of Forked Mountain 

Waterfall Moccasin Creek Falls

Mike Lands finished the Trail today.  Jim brought the champagne and shirt for ceremony at FR 124 TH.  Mike did his last OT 
section; Joy did her first.
Jim led Anita, Marie, Joy, and Jeannie up to Flatside Pinnacle before heading into the wilderness.  They caught the rest about five 
miles later after having lunch at Mocassin Creek Falls.  (Mileage does not include 0.6 mi for round trip to Pinnacle).
Crystasl Prong was roaring after month of heavy rain.  Several took their boots off to wade it.
Beautiful day, except for a little haze.  Floating clouds and occasional breeze kept the heat down.
This hike was rescheduled to accomodate Mike and reminded us of why we don't hike on club meeting day.  Anita had to go directly 
to library; several others were a few minutes late, having barely enough time to shower and drive to town.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Mar 5, 2009 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld ? Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR94 Flatside Pinnacle to Hyw 9 [179.2 - 191.8]

12.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Flatside Pinnacle 

No hike report recieved

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 13, 2008 Leader: Marie Michalets 13 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  Fr 94 to Flatside Pinnacle to Crystal Prong (179.4 - 177.2) and return

4.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal Prong Creek 

Sort of a grey, day; but good views under the overcast.  Wind was cold on Pinnacle, but ok in valley
Nice rest and snacks at Crystal Prong - which was flowing freely

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 19, 2008 Leader: Cliff & Pamela Harrison 21 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 153 to Hwy 7 trailhead (165.4 - 160.4)

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Sugar Creek rocks and small waterfalls;
Leaf off views; double vistas from ridge tops;
creek valley east of hwy 7 

Beautiful, clear, (but very cold) morning.  Views were great, but temps never got above freezing
Cliff led half the group from hwy 7 to FR 153; Pam led the other half in opposite direction.  Glenn did a little of each and provided 
'drop-out shuttle' at fr 132 crossing
Although the pace did not seem fast or hurried, both groups finished the five miles in just over two hours (a blistering pace for 
Saturday hikers)
Most of crowd went to Shack after the hike for lunch.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 12, 2008 Leader: Glenn Wortham 16 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  Flatside Pinnacle to Crystal Prong and return (177.2 - 179.4) + Spur to pinnacle

4.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal prong 

The weather was clear and the view was great. There were no significant water crossings.  The ferns and holly trees were very 
noticeable as their green color stood out
The water level at Crystal Prong was high and the cascades were beautiful.  We stayed at Crystal Prong for approximately 25 
minutes and had trail snacks there.  The hike out was more difficult as it was uphill most of the way
The hike leader showed the hikers the 300 yard reroute completed several years ago by other OMH'ers.
We encountered at least 10 other hikers on the trail either coming out or going to Crystal Prong and further.  There were a couple of 
additional groups getting ready to hike into Flatside Wilderness as we were coming out, and at least 10 vehicles parked on FR 94 at 
the Trailhead.  It was great to see that many hikers out on a Saturday.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 2, 2006 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:   Hwy 7 to FR124 [Flatside Wilderness] [160.4 - 168.8]

8.4  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Creek canyon above Sugar Creek
Views of fall color 

Perfect hiking day.  Clear, fall colors out, high in 50s.
Split group; Jim led half group up from hwy 7 to FR 124.  Marv led remainder downhill.
Included 2001 "Section from Hell" (ice storm)

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Oct 5, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 124 to FR 94 (Flatside Wilderness) [and vice versa]

11.2  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal prong
"Moccasin Creek"
Views of Forked Mountain 

Waterfall Moccasin Creek

Great day for hiking.  Hazy morning, view from Flatside resembled the Smoky Mts.
Split group and went opposite directions.  Jim led eight hikers west to east, after a short side-trip to Flatside Pinnacle.  Glen McLain 
led eight hikers eastbound, finishing with the trip up Flatside.  Kris/Billy, Glenn W, and Ben scouted maintenance conditions and 
helped shuttle.
Very dry.  Crystal Prong had only a tiny flow, presenting no challenge to cross.  Waterfall at "Moccasin Creek" had no flow 
whatsoever.  Ponds were stagnant.
Evidence from last springs wildfire almost non-existent.  It clearly did more good than harm.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

April 1, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 30 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  Flatside Pinnacle to Crystal Prong and return (177.2 - 179.4) + spur to Pinnacle

4.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal prong 

Gray day, with loooong drive across Winona Scenic Drive.  Limited views, but lots of water in Crystal prong, and 30 folks enjoyed it.
Hike leader never said "It's all downhill from here".  In fact promised the opposite.
Lunch at Shack afterwards.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 1, 2005 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 124 to FR 94 (Flatside Wilderness) [and vice versa]

10.4  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle
Crystal prong
"Moccasin Creek"
Views of Forked Mountain 

Waterfall Moccasin Creek

Beautiful clear morning; high about 50.  Great day for hiking.
Marv led for Ken Schultz (sick).  Split group and went opposite directions.  Jim led west to east group, after a short side-trip to 
Flatside Pinnacle.
Kris named "Moccasin Creek", the beautiful waterfall/pool area near mile 175 (named after the huge mocassin we saw there last 
spring).
Lots of storm damage from last weekends storms (tornados?), especially near mile 169 - 170.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 10, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 24 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 124 to AR hwy 7 (168.8 - 160.4) [and vice versa]

8.8  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Views from ridge tops into Flatside Wilderness
Sugar Creek 

Split group and went in opposite directins; rendevoused at hwy 7 TH.
Met John Joswick and "Model T" on their through hike of the trail at hwy 7 this morning.  Hike planned to walk with them a way.
Nice fall day; color; high about 60.  Lunch at sugar creek.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 22, 2005 Leader: Loretta Melancon 44 Hikers OMH Saturday
Route:  FR 153 to AR Hwy 7 (165.4 - 160.4) [and vice versa]

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Sugar Creek 

Split group due to large size of group and hiked in opposite directions.  Craig Henderson led the downhill group.
Trail in excellent condition.  OMH/FoOT member finishing maintenance as group started.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 11, 2004 Leader: Harlan Jensen 23 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 94 / Flatside Pinnacle to Hwy 9 [179.2 - 191.8]

15.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Flatside Pinnacle (in fog)
Hillary Hollow 

This hike scheduled to team up with Kris, EJ, Cramm on their OT thru-hike.
Kenny Thompson completed the OT today and we celebrated with champage at hwy trailhead.
Becky G and Susan T were going to hike in and meet us, to walk out with Kenny, but we finished too quickly.  We did thirteen miles 
in under six hours !!  Several of us, including Kenny, walked back in anyway (about a mile) to meet the back of the pack.  Total 
mileage assumes 2 extra miles for this walk.  Back of pack was almost an hour behind.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 10, 2004 Leader: Jim Gifford 7 Hikers OMH bonus
Route:  Flatside Wilderness / Green Thumb Spring to FR 94 [170.6 - 179.2]

8.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Views along ridge
waterfall/pools near mile 175
Crystal Prong Creek 

Waterfall (un-named) near OT mile 175

Joined Kris, EJ, John on their thru-hike of OT.
Nice day; not hot; lunch at small falls, rocks just past 175.
Checked out the re-route we built last year (east of Crystal Prong).  It is in great shape.
Followed hike with a fish fry, hosted by Dan Wingard, at Coffee Creek RV Park.  Twenty people showed up to surprise the thru-
hikers and show support.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 

Jan 8, 2004 Leader: Jim Gifford 20 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR124 [Flatside Wilderness] across Hwy 7 to FR 122 [168.8 - 157.0]

11.8  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Sugar Creek 

Cold, damp day;  walking in the clouds.  Beautiful walk down to Sugar Creek.
Big crowd, so split the group and went opposite directions.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Dec 4, 2003 Leader: Jim Gifford 19 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR 124 to FR 94 (Flatside Pinnacle) [168.8 - 179.2]

11.0  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4

sss: Forked Mountain
Creek/waterfall site
Crystal Prong
Flatside Pinnacle 

Waterfall (un-named) at mile 175

Perfect hiking day, clear with temps ranging from 45 - 55 max.  Beautiful views of Forked Mountain.  Waterfall running; lots of water 
in Crystal Prong (wet crossing for 2 people).
Accompanied by Corbett Dreary, who writes the "Taking Outside" feature for Ark Dem-Gaz.  He wrote  an article about this hike 
(with pictures) and about our club (and FoOT).

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 24, 2003 Leader: Jim Gifford 11 Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR94 Flatside Pinnacle to Hyw 9 [179.2 - 191.8]

12.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

sss: Flatside Pinnacle 

Spectacularly clear, cold morning.  First really cold morning of season (25 deg at TH);  Great view at start from Flatside Pinnacle.  
Ben & David shuttled cars.

- - - - - - - - - - - 

Nov 14, 2002 Leader: Jim Gifford Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FR124 [Flatside Wilderness] to Hwy 7 [168.8 - 160.4]

8.4  miles Difficulty Rating 2 Scenic Rating 4

First casual hike through 2001 "Section from Hell"

- - - - - - - - - - - 

May 16, 2002 Leader: Jim Gifford Hikers OMH Thursday
Route:  FSR 153 to Hwy 7 [165.4 - 160.4]

5.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3

"Bonus Hike" on monthly meeting day (Martha gave us day off from trail maintenance)


